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Abstract

In this paper we explore the relative importance of per-
sistent mid non-persistent mutex relations in the per-
fornmnce of Graphpl~m-based planners. We also show
tlm advantages of pre-compiling persistent mutex rein-
dons. ITsing TIM we are able to generate, during a pre-
pr.cessing analysis, all of the persistent Ifinary nmtex
relations that would be infi,rred by Graphplan during
graph construction. We show how the efficient storage
of: mtd access to, these pre-processed persistent xnu-
texes yiehts a inodest improvement in graph construc-
tion imrformance. We further demonstrate that the
process by which these persistent mutexes are idemi-
lied can, in certain kinds of domain, allow the exploita-
tion of binary nmtex relations which axe inaccessible to
GraphlflmL "O, re present The Island of Sodor, a simph’
planning domain characterizing a class of domains in
which certain persistent mutexes are present but are
not detectable by Graphpl-’~n during graph construc-
ti.n. We show that the expkfitation of those hidden
binary mutexes makes problems in this kind of domain
trivially solvable by STAN, where they are intractable
for other Graphplan-based planners.

Introduction

Grapl,plan (Blum &" ~lrst 1995) has become an impor-
tam. example of efficient cla.ssical planning technology.
The algorithm operates by constructing the phm graph.
which is a coznpressed form of the reachable stales in
a lflmzning problenz, and then by searching bmrkwards
using aai ire.rated depth-first search to explore the reach-
ablt. states and find a plan. An important element
in this algorithm is that the COUll)ression of reachable
st;ttes ensures that the phm graph is feasible to con-
st.ruct, even for quite complex planning problems. The
price paid for the compression is that the l)lan graph
loses differentiation between pairs of reachable states.
by taking the union of all the collections of proposi-
tions in states reachable I)y equal length phms. This
differentiation is not entirely lost, however, since the
algorithm m,’fintains a collection of binalw, mutex rela-
tions between pairs of facts showing which pairs cannot
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t)e true together in the stone state (that is, they are mu-
tuMly exclusive). The algoritlnn uses these fact mutex
relations to induce similar nmtex relations between ac-
t ions which might be aptflied to progress from one state
to ,mother. This paper explores the nature of the bi-
nary nmtex relations constructed by Graphplan-based
planners and differentiates between persistent ,anti non-
persistent mutex relations.

It ha.u been observed before (Smith & Weld 1999:
Long & Fox 1999) that mutex relations constructed by
GraI)hplan behave monotonically - they can first oc-
cur between a pair of facts at. the first stage at which
the two facts are both reachable, and will then either
remain umtex at o~u’h subsequent level or else lose the
mutex relationship with one another. Two facts can
never start non-nmtex and subsequently become mutex
since if they (’an occur in the same state then they will
always be able to appear in the same state, if only by
virtue of persistence of that state. Persistent mutexes
are nmtual exclusion relations which can be identified to
hold between pmrs of propositions, or pairs of actions,
and which do not get rcnmved as the graph develops.
These relations capture aspects of the logical structure
of the domain. They include, as a special case, perma-
nent mut(~ relations indicating conflicts between the
preconditions and effects of actions (referred to here as
PAD-mutexes). Non-persistent mutexes express nmtual
exclusion relations which decay as the graph lengthens
and capture the temporal requirements of solutions to
given goal combinations. That is, certain pairs of facts
can only occur in the same state once some combination
of events h,x~ been brought about, so that each fact may
1)e made separately true much sooner than the combi-
nation can be achieved: this situation can yield a non-
persistent mutex relation, between these facts, between
t.he first state at which both axe separately achievable
aud the state at which they may both be achieved to-
gether.

In this work we have been interested in.identifying
what kind of mutex relations Graphplan-based plan-
ners benefit from the most and whether there are in-
ferrable inutual exclusions that are lint accessible to
the Graphplan graph-construction process. An initial
hypotllesis was that the persistent non-PAD mutex re-
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lations could be pre-compiled into an efficient repre-
sentation, to avoid their repeated recomput.ation in the
graph construction phase, and that this would yield an
improvement in graph construction performance. Since
profiling shows that over fifty per cent of resources are
typically spent in graph construction it appeared that
this could 1)e quite significant. A second hypothesis was
t.hat a class of domains could be constructed in which
tlw p~v,-compilation of these nmtex relations could make
binary mutexes accessible which would not otherwise be
m’cessible to Graphplan-based planners. We have per-
formed a mmLber of experiments to explore these hy-
potheses. Our experiments indicate that persistent mu-
t(,xes tend to predominate, often by a very large margin,
in the standard bendxmark domains. We constructed it
version of STAN ill which only persistent nmtexes were
built during graph construction, and found that failure
to even construct non-persistent mutexes had virtually
no offect on planning performance on man)- problems
in these domains. We found that PAD-mutex relations
are not the c.ritical ones in determining the solvability
(or otherwisc) of problems. The most signific~mt class
of mutcx relations appears to be persistent, non-PAD
(’lass. ~%q, have been able to demonstrate that the use of
pre-compiled persistent non-PAD mutexes, whilst hav-
ing only a limited advarLtage for graph construction., can
haw, a massive impact on search, making the difference
I~ot.ween problems being soh, able or not solvalfle in a
(’re’lain (’lass of (lom~fins.

Pre-compiling Persistent Mutex

Relations

P(,rsisent mutex relations correspond to logically in-
varimg properties of the doinain. We are able tt)
pre-comlfih’ the non-PAD mutexes using the "rLxl sys-
vent (Fox ~ Long 1998), whic’h automatically infers 
collection of invariants from STRIPS domain descriptions
using ~L collection of static analysis tedmiques. As we
describe in (Fox & Long 1998) "riM is able to infer four
different kinds of invariant: identity invariants (for ex-
ample, no two objects can be at the santo place at the
stone time), unique state invariants (every object nmst
be in at most one place at any one time), state mem-
bership invariants (every object must be in at least one
place at rely one time) and rvsoutve invariants (there
are exactly 4 surfaces in the 3-blocks world). The first
l wo of these correspond to intensional representations
of collections of persistent nmtex relations. For exmn-
ph,, the (indicative) identity invariant above is an in-
tt,nsional representation of the collection of mutex re-
bLtions that would be inferred to hold between at(a.d)
~ut(I at(b,d), at(a,d) and at((,d), etc., for distinct a, b
¯ ’rod t" within a layer of the graph.

The infl’rred invariants can be used to compile, dur-
ing tht: pre-l)rocessing stage, a look-ul) table of per-
sistent nmtual exclusions that can be consulted very
efficiently to determine persistent mutex relationships
during the graph construction process. The identifica-

lion of these mutexes as persistent means that there is
never any need to reconsult the look-up table with re-
spect to a given pair of propositions, or actions, once
they have been identified as persistently mutex. In stan-
dard Graphplan there is no distinction between per-
sistent non-PAD and non-persistent mutex relations.
Thus Graphplan builds, at each layer of the graph,
an extensional representation of both the invariant and
time-dependent structures of the domain without dis-
tinguishing between the two forms of binary relation.
This means that. the same persistent mutex relations
are repeatedly re-inferred, which is unnecessarily ex-
pensive. Analysis of the standard domains (Gripper,
Logistics, Mystery, etc.) revealed that Graphplan in-
fers all of the mutexes that follow from each of tile four
forms of invariant inferred by TIM, so it might be con-
eluded that there is little, other than a small saving in
graph construction, to be obtained from deriving them
during pre-proeessing. However this is, in fact,, not the
(:asp.

In our experiments we have obser~ett that non-
persistent mutex relations can decay prematurely (lur-
ing the Graphplan graph construction process. A sim-
ple example of this is a domain in which there are three
cities, two of which have packages located at them and
the third of which has a truck located at it. If the goal is
to have both of the pacl~lges at. tile third location, then
the shortest plan involves six steps: three sequential
moves, two sequential loads and two parallel unloads.
It is impossible for the goal to be achieved in fewer
steps. However, Graphplan infers that the goals can be
aehieve(l together by level 5 of the graph. This is be-
cause the preconditions for the two packages to be both
at the same destination by level 5 are that the)- both be
in the true& at level 4 and that the truck be at the desti-
nation. There is a 3 step plan which will get the truck,
loaded with either package, to the destination. There is
also a 4 step plan which will have the truck loaded with
both pacXages, although not at the destination. This
means that Graphplan will not find any mutex relations
between any pair of the preconditions required for the
packages to be unloaded at. their destination by level 5.
The problem lies in the fact that the binary mutex re-
lation between the packages both being at, the destina-
tion by level 5 rests on a terna~d "mutex" relation be-
tween the facts in(packagel,truck), in(package2,truek)
and at(truck, destination), which Graphplan does not
detect. This requires Graphplan to begin searching for
a phul from level 5 when it, is impossible for one to be
found until level 6 has been constructed. Graphplan
will discover the mutex relation by searching the graph
and failing to tind a plan, which is a much more ex-
pensive route to finding the relation than to construct
it from the outset. This example is very simple and
the penalty for Graphplan is very small, but in larger
examples we have found that. Graphplan invests signif-
icant effort in finding mutex relations which it failed
to discover by construction. Our observation that pre-
nmture decay (:an occur posed the question of whether
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non-PAD persistent mutexes might Mso apparently de-
cay ill the Graphplan plan graph. Graphplan treats
these mutexes as though they can decay so it seemed
ill principle possible, even though we were, unable I.o
identify a benchmark domain in which this occurred.
This led us to work on tim construction of a domain
which would fi~rce Graphplan to lose non-PAD persis-
tent nnltext, s alld have to resort to search to rediscover
them.

The Isbmd of Sodor donlain, described below, pro-
vides all example of such a domain. Because of its
exploitation of the pre-comifiled mutex relations de-
rived from TIM’s invarimlts ST..iN finds problems in this
kind of domain trivial, although they are intractable for
other GraphPlan-based t)lanners.

Storing and Accessing Persistent Mutex
Relations

In onh,r to infer invariants TIM first constructs finite
state machines, called property spaces, which capture
the behaviour of the distinct tyl)es of objects that can
tnlverse the sta.tes within them. The process by which
this is achieved is described in detail in (Fox &:.- Long
1998) and sumarised very briefly here.

Central to the mudysis conducted by TIM is the notion
()f a prope.rty, which is fornled by rombining a predicate
mtd an index to one of its arguntent positions. This
property is said lo belong to wdues which cnn o(’Cul)y
the corresponding position in some valid l)rOl)osition 
the domain. TIM begins its analysis by projecting the
lmhaviour of ea(:h operator schema for ea~:h argument
that the schema contains. That is, the preconditions
and l)ostconditions of each schema are exanfined and.
for each argument, the properties that tile object has
in the l)r(~- and postconditions of the s(:henla an: iden-
tiffed. An oi)erator therefore generates 1~des fi)r eax:h
()f its arguments, indicating how the prot)erties of 
objects to which they refer change as a consequem’e
of application of the operator. A rule will specify tile
proper(it,s the object loses and which it gains. There
can also be properties which merely enable the tran-
sition, without being affected by it. Some rules ,’dlow
properties to be gained without a corresponding loss,
or to be lost without a corresponding gain: these rules
are (:alle.d attribute rules. Attribute rules aald the prop-
orties they aifect are ignored in the analysis discussed
here, Mthough they (:an have other roles in analyses car-
ried out by "WM. Properties which are only affected by
non-attribute rules defined small finite-state machines
(FSMs) in which the states are bags of properties held
by ol)jects in reachable states of the plmming domain.
The nlles are the transiti(ms between these states. Sub-
sets of the objects in the plamdng domairl will makr
tr;msitions on FSMs according to whether they start,
in tilt’ initiM state, in one of tile legal states associ-
ated with tile FSM. A simple example of FSMs built
by TIM for tile Gripper domain (a simple domain ill t.ho
AIPS’98 competition data set) is shown ill Figure 1.

{ IclLright I
I hall I .ball2.ball3.ball4 I

I+lek pick

dr,,p tlrol~

Figure 1: FSMs built by ’riM for the Gripper domain.

It can now be observed that two propositions are per-
sistently lnutex if they are associated with properties
that appe.ar in the santo FSM but their predicates never
occur as prot)erties of the same object in the same state.
Any object which traverses an FSM camlot simultane-
ously have two properties that al)pcar in the FSM, but
never in the same state. For example, in Gripper, balls
can make tile transition from being at a room to being
h.cld ill a gripper (holdi.ng~), but the properties at1 and
h.oldin.q2 C;Ul never be simultaneously true of any one
bM1. Thus, at and h.olding are persistently mutex when
they are tMking ~bout the same ball.

During the l)re-processing analysis performed l)y TIM
a collection of persistent mutex relations is constructed.
This collection is stored in a nlatrix and when STAN
(:ompares two prol)ositions to determine whether they
are nmtex this matrix is indexed into by the labrls of the
two propositions i)eing eompaxed. Each cell ill the ma-
trix stores a list of pairs, each pair cont.aining the corre-
sponding argunlenl s that Inust ])e. the sanle for the two
l)ropositions to br mutex. There is n list because there
m~w be Mternative ways in whictl two l)ropositions can
be nmtex. The arguments referenced by a l)air might
l)e in tile same position ill the two propositions, as in
the pair (1, 1) (this will be the ca,se, for example, 
mutex relations inferred from identity invariants), but
they need not be. For example, as discussed above,
the l)roperties all and holdi1~.g., are persistently nlutex
(in the Gripper domain) if they refer to tile same ball.
Thus. the matrix indexed at [at, holding] contains the
pair (1, 2}, since the bMl appears in the first argument
position in at and in the second position in holding.
On the other hand, pa~:kages in Logistics (:an be either
at~ or in.t, and these states are mutually exclusive. TIM
infi,rs the pair (1, 1) for the matrix entry indexed 
[at, in] in this case. Thus, comparing two propositions
to see if they are mutex involves consulting the matrix
and then comparing the arguments at tile designated
positions. Figure 2 contains a pseudo-code algorithm
fi~r constructing the matrix from the property spaces
built by ’riM in the first phase of its mralysis.

The construction of (,he matrix is done during the pre-
t)rocessing phase and requires tinm O(n4) in ttle worst
case, where n is tile size of tile domain encoding. This
follows because the number of properties, identified by
TIM. is linear in tile size of the donlMll encoding mxd, in
the worst cane. for eac~l of the O(Tz9) pairs of properties
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create a square matrix, M, of lists, initially all empty,
with dimension equal to the number of
dynamic predicates in the language;

for each property space,
for each pair of

if [p, q]

then

P~

properties in P, p and q,
is not included in any

state in P
split p into its predicat.c,

pp, and its index, pi;
split q into its predicate,

qq, mid its index, qi;
¯ add (pi, qi) to the list

at MLpp, aq];
add (qi,p/) to the list

at M[qq,pp];

Two facts, A = a(xl, ...,xn) arid B b(yl, .. ..ym),
are permanently mutex if:

not (A = B) and for some entry, (i, 
in M[a, b], xi = yj

Figure 2: The pseudo-code for generation mid use of
the mutex matrix in TiM.

there is at most O(n") work to determine whether they
appear in the stone bag within their identified property
space. In practice the process is very fast, requiring
only a few miliseconds. This is because there are gener-
ally few properties in each space, dranmtically reducing
the cost of the analysis. For example, if the size of the
property spaces is bounded by a constant. (which seems
typical) the analysis only requires time linear in the size
of the domain encoding. This analysis is not unrealis-
tit: since, as domain complexity increases, it is typical
that type differentiation improves and the individual
hchaviours remain at a similar level of complexity.

Others have e.xamined the automatic generation
of domain invariants, including (Gerevini /g Schu-
bert 1998; 1996a; 1996b; Morris & Feldman 1989)
and (KeUeher & Cohn 1992). Some of this work has
been exploited in the construction of data structures en-
coding domains in preparation for plarming: (Gerevini
& Schubert 1998) arid (Gerevini & Schubert 199fia) 
particular" explore this. Graphplan has been seen as
a different way of constructing domain invariants, us-
ing an extensional rather than intensional representa-
tion. The work presented here can be seen, in p~rrt., a.~ a
,’omparison of the effectiveness of Graphplan’s inference
strategy ~mct that used by TIM.

The Island of Sodor

It. is straightforward to construct domains in which ob-
jects can enter collcctions of states, chm’acterised by
groups of properties, in which atW pair of properties
can appear together, in a state, but the whole group
cannot appear together in any state. This situation
gives rise to multiple mutual exclusions between collec-

Figure 3: The presence of ternary mutex relations.

tions of the properties in the group, even though there
are no binary mutex relations between the properties
in these collections. The simplest example of this situ-
ation is the one depicted in Figure 3. Here, objects can
move between the states [p] and [q, r], [p] arid [q, s] and
[p] arid [r, s] but the properties q, r and s are ternary
mutex. The ternary mutex relation obscures the fact
that, starting from an initial state in which no object
has more than one p-derived property, no object that
traverses this state space can have more than one p-
derived property at. any time, since p-derived properties
are always exchanged for p~drs of the other properties.
In fact, Graphplan is unalfle to maintain the binary
mutual exclusion between distinct occurrences of p in
the. fact. layers built as the graph develops because it
is unable to rccognise the effect of this ternary mutex
relation. In order to experiment with this exaniple we
designed the Island of Sodor domain, the simplest do-
main we could identify that exhibits the ternary nmtual
exclusions just described.

The Ishmd of SodorI is a srruPs planning domain in
which a number of engines transport cargos between lo-
cations on a rail network. The rail network is a simple
topography of one-way rails. The locations include the
Top Station, the quarry, the docks, Gordon’s Hill and
several others. Engines can be involved in transporta-
tion tasks or they can be in the proce.ss of being cleaned,
refuelled and rewatcred. There are only sufficient per-
sonnel available to enable an.)" two of these operations to
be performed for each engine at any time, so an engine
can be clemmd and refimlled, cleaned and rewatered or
refuelled and rewatered. When these operations are in
progress the engine is not recorded as being at any of
the locations on the rail network. It is taken off-line for
these maintenance operations and brought back on-line
again at their conclusion. Figure 4 presents seven of
the nine operators of this domain and Figure 5 shows
an example initial state of the rail network.

The domain was constructed to demonstrate the way
in which certain persistent mutex relations are lost in
the graph construction phase of Graphplan. The op-
erator schemas consist of a move schema which moves
engines from a to b, three maintenance schemas, clean-
and-~fael, clean-and-rewater and ~fuel-and-rewater,

t The Island of Sodor is the setting of a famous series of
children’s books, involving anthropomorphic steam engines.
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l.¢vcl ,I filets Level I actions I.evel I faels Level 2 facts Level 3 fa~ts

"" %a,l’rhon,a,.T,, ./,t""-~ --~,,l’l’htn,as.T.’~) ~’-.-...... -~/~...,,’~’l’horaa,.T$’l 
No-,p ~ -"qlP~ ~----------~’~ "X~ -’~-~llr~

No-op No inutcx relations ~ No-op

’,-,’,’=,7 if__.

NO Inlllex relations
between these
facts at level 3

Figure 6: The initial soction of the plan graph obtainr~d fi’om an Island of Sodor instance in which there is a single
en,~in(’ and adjacent locations Top-Station. and Gmvlons-llill. Note that not all facts have been entered the layers, in
c)rder to keep the figure intelligible. Only the no-ops havo been labelh;d. The others must be inferred from their pre-
;rod l~OSt-t’ondit,ions. The dashed lines between facts at level 1 indicate the mutex pairs of facts.

whidl t:~ke engines offline in order to clean and t~f~el.
clean mid Trwater or y~fuel mid rvwater them (respe/’-
tivtdy) and three corresponding recommission s(’henm,~,
wllich t.-’lk(, engines from maintenance to being tin-line
at. mW location (and therefi)re at that h)t:ation). 
tit[: initial state engines art; placed at. tim various sta.-
t.ions (m the rail network, or are off-line. In the plan
graph t’tmstruct.ed from an initial state in which there
is a singh: engine, Thomas, at the Top-Station, the fiwt
Imirs at(Thomas. Top-Station);ux¢l cleaning(Thomas).
,t(Th.mnas. Top-Station) :md rewateriny(Th.omas) and
,.t ( Thoma.~. Top-Station ) and .t~f~l.cllin.q ( Thomas) will
1)(, binary umtex at fact hwt’r 1. No other pairs 
facts will be nmtex at this level. The initial section
of Figure 6 dt:I)i/’ts the state of the plan-graph al. layer
1. At tim noxt level tho fact at(Thomas, 7bp-Station)
(’an t)o obtained I)y re-commissioning following (:leaning
mid refuelling. The facts ref~mlling(Thomas), 7~u,ater-
ing( Thomas) and cleanin.q( Thomas) c~m be maintained
by no-ops, as shown in Figure 6. Finally, at layer 3,
at(Thomas, Go~vJons-Hill) (’an be obtained by a mort,
from the Top Station (assuming that, they art, adjacent
in the initial state), and at(Thomas, Top-Station) can be
td)t.ained by re-commissioning foUowing refimlling and
rewatering. Now the two at relations are binary non-
mutex. Graphplan has lost. the persistent nmtual ex-
t’lusion between at relations because the three-w~\y re-
lationship between cleaning, re.watering and refueUinf/
hides l, he binary exclusion that hohts between the (im-
pli/’it) compound elements cleaning-and-~v’.wat, cring and
i.aScr,ittcA t. refuelling-a.ad-~v.wateT~ng an(l inSevvicv A t
;rod cleanin!]-and-refaelling and inSert.decAL STAN can-

not recognise these hidden bin~y relations either, but
,";’[’AN has act’t~ss to the graph-independent invariant
structure of the domain which allows it to retain the
knowledge that Ml pairs of distinct at relations are bi-
nary nmtex.

Empirical Results

We p~.rformed a range of experiments on a collection
of bonchmark domains (the AIPS-98 competition set)
and on our Island of Sodor domain in order to test our
initial hypotheses. All experiments were, performed un-
der Linux RedHat 6.0 on a 500 MHz Ccleron PC with
128 Mb of RAM. We constructed four versions of STAN
for comparison: STAN is our most recent release (ver-
sion 4). STAN- is STAN without the pre-compilation of
persistent mutexes. STAN-NP does not construct non-
persistent mutex relations, leaving it to the searching
phase to i(lentify these constraints. STAN+PAD con°

structs only PAD-nmtexes, leaving search to identify
all other constraints.

V~re compaxed S’t’AN azld S’I’AN-, on a collection of
problems from the AIPS-98 competition domains, to
determine the extent to which exploitation of pre-
c.ompiled persistent nnltexes affects the performance of
the graph construction phase. Figure 7 shows that, a
modest, but consistent, advantage is obtained in two
standm’d bcnchnmrk domains. Tests were carried out
on el.her domains showing similar performance. We
have not been al)le to find rely problems in the bench-
mark domains for which there is a significant impa(:t on
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( :action move

:parameters (?engine ?from ?to)

:precondition (and (inServiceAt ?engine ?from)

(rail-link ?from ?to))

:~,ffect (and (inServlceAt ?engine ?lo)

(not (inServiceAt ?engine ?from))))

( :;tc’tioll lo~l

:parameters (?e,gine ?cargo ?location)

:precondition (and {’inServiceAt ?engine ?location)

(at ?cargo ?location)}

:oll’t.ct (an(I (iJl ?cargo ?engine)

(riOt (at ?cargo ?location))))

( :a¢’t.icm IIllh)itd

:l)~xr:mmters (?engine ’?cargo ?location)
:precondition (and (ioServiccAt ?engine ?location)

(in ’:cargo ?engine))

:ell’eel (and (at ?cargo ?location)

I not ( i n ?cargo ?engine ) )) 

( :~tc’l.ion t’leall-alld-refuel

:l)ar~tltlet crs (?engine)

:l)recon(lition (inServiceAt ?engine top-station)

:eft’co! lancl (refuelling ?engine)

(cleaning ?engine)

(not (iuServiceAt ?engine top-station))))

( :;ELt "’~.i orl clean-ltlld-rewater

:parameters (?engine)

:l)rccondition (inServiceAt ?engine top-station)

:effe(’l {and (rewat.ering ?engine)

(cleaning ?engine)

(not. (in..qervlceAt ?engine top-station)Ill

I .~t¢’l i(111 refllol-;tnd-rewater

:]);tl’iLIIIl’t(’r~; (?(,[igine)

:prcc(.~udit.iolt (inServiceAt ?e~tgine I.op-stP.t:i(m 

:effecl lan<l (r,,watering ?engine)
(refuelling ’:engine)

(not (inServiceAt ?engine top-station)Ill

( :;t(’tiolL I’o(’(llnllti~gion

"l)itl’;llllg’t (’t’s (?enginel

.prcc’ondi~ion (and (refuelling ?engine)

{cleaning ?engine))

:l’~’~(q’l. I|ilit[ {in,qcrviceAt ?engine top-station)

(not (refuelling ?engine))

(not (cleaning ?enginel)))

Figure 4: The Island of Sodor operators sehenms. Only
one of the operators for recommissioning is given here
- the other two are symmetric with this one, but using
the other pairs of services available to ml engine.

Figure 5: The Island of Sodor - a typical configuration
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Figure 7: Modest advantage obtained from pre-
compiled persistent mutexes in the AIPS-98 (’ompeti-
tion Logistics and Mystery problems.
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Figure 8: STAN compared with STAN-NP showing
thai perfornmnce remmns broadly similm" when non-
persistent nmtexes arc not inferred in the construction
l)ha.-~e.

(werall l)erf, lrnmnce (ieriving fl’om tile graph (’onstruc-
lion saving. S’rAN- uses the conventional Graphphm
strategy of recomputing persistent non-PAD mutexes
a.t each layer ill the graph. Since Graphphm is abh, to
,’(mslyu(’t, t’xtcnsi(mally, all of the nmtex relatitms avail-
al)h. for oxtrm:tion from the TIM invm’iants the nlotlest
scah, (~f lht, s;Lving obtained by S’I’AN in unsurt)rising.
Th(,r(, is no possible advantag(: to be gained over S’rAN-
chlring search. The saving that is obtained is explained
I)y th(, work that no longer needs to I)e done on recom-
put ation of this class of mutex relations. IIowever, the
inl,,nsional representation of th(:se, mutexes must still
Ii(, bulb, st) that the basic overhead incurred by their
(.onstru(:tion is similar in both STAN- aIld STAN.

Figure 8 dernonstrates the effects of not building non-
p(,rsistent mutex relations during graph t:onstruet.ion.
We compared STAN-NP with STAN on the same bench-
]l)ark (lomains and problenm. For most of the problents
considered we found that no significant disadwmtage
w~ suffered by .qTAN-NP. For exmnple, ,ill of the (’OUl-
I)etit.ion Gripper problenls remained solvable with no
notic~able effect on performance. Examination of the
relative proportions of i)ersistent to non-persistent nul-
t,,xes constructed l)y STAN revealed that non-persistent
mut(:xt~s nlake ul) only a very small proportion of the
inferred mutex relations, typically accounting for fewer
|hall five per cent (on average across the graph) of the
whole mutex collection. Figure 10 demonstrates this.
It therefore seenls plausible that the extra search over-
head incurred by not buihiing these excluskms during
graph construction could be insignificantly small. How-
ever, in a. few cases (two problems in Logistics and
six in Myste.ry) the failure to build non-persistent mu-
texes made problems unsolvable. This is very difficult
to exl)lain, given that the relative proportions of non-
pvrsistent nmtexes renlain as low as in the other prob-
lems. Car(,flfl exanfination of tile Logistics problems
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Problem STAN SBs STAN-NP SBs
1.1 138 0 134 13
1.2 1148 0 1110 33
1.3 5456 0
1.4 16973 0
1.5 858 42 1064 86
1.7 3867 1 3517 35
l.ll 1139 (} 1196 8
1.17 6093 0 5347 13
2.1 38 0 37 8
2.2 38 0 37 11
2.3 100 0 92 16
2.4 -1140 26 3464 43
2.5 59002 519 32869 433

Figure 9: S’I’AN (’on, pared with STAN-NP on Logistics
prtlblems fl’om rounds 1 ml(l 2. The third and fifth
t’t)hmms indicate the number of non-persistent mutexes
fOllllt[, t)y S’I’AN and STAN-NP respectively, during the
search phase.

(1.3 and 1.4) which are made unsolvable, suggests that
tim much larger number of operator instances generated
in t.tmse l)roblems relative to the other l)robletns, and
the hug(, number of nmtt,x ro.latitms generated as a t’on-
soquem’e rnight be the root of the llrolllem .- this hints
at. an importance of Inntexes ill l)runing the search tree
whit:h is more signili(.:nlt than the munb(,rs ttf mutt,xes
dis(’(~vcred by search nfight imply.

Further. we encountered one probh,nl (Logistics prob-
h’m 5 from round 2) which STAN-NP solved faster than
STAN having cormtructcd fizwer non-persistent mutexes
during search than STAN construct(,d, despite STAN hav-
ing built the t~:cessible non-persistent mutexes during
graph construe]kin. STAN identified a fllrther 519 nm-
texes in the search phase, finding a plat) in 59 seconds,
whilst STAN-NP identified only 433 and found the santo
l)hm in 33 seconds. It must be noted that the extra nm-
texes are binary bad goal sets found by Kmnbh,xmpat i’s
EBL/DDB mech~mism (Kambhampati 1999) which we
implemented in (bt)th vorsiolts of) STAN. Non-binary
bad goal sets are ignored. Figure 9 indicates the mlmber
(ff non-persistent mutex relations that are built during
the search ph~me i)y both STAN and STAN-NP.

As tan be seen in the table, the number of non-
persistent mutexes found during search by STAN-NP is
very small - indec(t, much smaller than the number of
non-l)ersistent inutexes built by STAN during the graph
construction I)hase. Thus, much of the work done by
s’r-XN in this respect is waste(t, hecause lmmy irrele-
vant nnltex(;s are constructed ibr each import~mt one.
STAN-NP often [)ellefit.s front ]lot. having to (:onst.ruct
these irrelevant umtexes, as can be seen front the per-
fi)rnlancc’ figures. Our inlIflementation of STAN-NP was
not optimized for taking advantage of the reduced obli-
gation during graph construction so it is possible to an-
ticitla.te a nmch greater saving thin1 tile figures already
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Prob # PMs # NMs Max % PMs/NMs
1.1 14857 353 6
1.2 113665 6373 II
1.3 391211 3888 3
1.4 726005 4393 2
1.5 25076 6012 33
1.7 288271 54070 30
1.11 63271 573 8
1.17 279752 1923 8
2.1 2689 258 15
2.2 2094 340 18
2.3 6257 1178 39
2.4 58015 540 8
2.5 43759 12808 75

Figure 10: The largest numbers of persistent (PMs) and
non-persistent mutexes (NMs) between pairs of actions
in ~my individual layer constructed to solve Logistics
problems. The final colmnn shows the largest propor-
tion, in any single laver within eax;h problem, of non-
persistent to persistent mutexes. Note that Logistics
problem 5 from round 2 has 75 per cent non-persistent
nmtexes in one of its layers, which is highly anomalous.
The other data is representative of the values found in
,~ther domains considered.

suggest. Since STAN is finding additional non-persistent
mutexes during search in four of the Logistics problems
(altllough none of the Mystery or Gripper problems)
it can lie concluded that there is scope for improving
the coverage, by Graphplan-based planners, of the non-
persistent mutexes during the construction phase. As a
final observation it is interesting to note that, the per-
formance of STAN-NP on identifying unsolwtble prob-
lems is significazltly worse than that of SWAN. This
suggests that building non-permanent mutexes during
graph construction is of particular importance in iden-
tifying unsolvable problems without seardl.

Figure 11 shows the effects of only building PAD-
nmtex relations during graph construction, leaving "all
other constraints to be discovered during the search
phase. As might be expected, the performance of
SWAN+PAl) is very poor, except on trivial problems
where it seems not to suffer significantly. Of the 29
Mystery problems solved (or proved unsolvable) 
SWAN only 12 were solved (or proved unsoh, able) 
SWAN-q-PAD. Of the 13 Logistics problems only 4 were
solved by SWAN-It-PAD. It is of interest to observe that
the number of mutex relations (of all non-PAD kinds)
identified during search is consistently very low. This
does not imply that the thousands of mutexes built
by SWAN in its construction phase are useless. Indeed,
these constrain search sufficiently to make some prob-
lems solvable that are not solvable when the search is
unconstrained. Even in cases where SWAN+PAD solves
the problem the inference of mutexes in the construc-
tion phase, by S’rAN, reduces the size of the searck~ space

Problem STAN STAN+PAD Search binaries
Log 1.1 138 27618 207
Log 2.1 38 40 58
Log 2.2 38 41 55
Log 2.3 100 268 76
Myst 1 23 22 15
Myst 3 104 86 11
Myst 7* 36 37 0
Myst 9 87 128 55
Myst 11 50 507 80
Myst 18" 1140 821 0
Myst 19 639 1974 103
Myst 25 25 23 6
Myst 26 471 997 147
Myst 27 131 118 16
Myst 28 31 72 62
Myst 29 62 56 14

Figure 11: STAN-I-PAD on Logistics ,~d Mystery prob-
lems. The starred problems are provably unsolvable.

Problem SWAN- SWAN
1 - 70
2 45 15
3 113 25
4 21 17
5 30
6 15 14
7 3563 23
8 243 18
9 - 310
10 152
11 208
12 169

Figure 12: STAN compared with STAN- on problems in
the Island of Sodor domain.

that must be explored by SWAN to discover the same in-
formation. Our observations lead us to conclude that
PAD-mutexes do not comprise a vexy powerful form of
mutual exclusion, since the effects, on search, of infer-
ring persistent non-PAD mutexes axe so dramatic.

Figure 12 demonstrates the advantages obtained by
S’Ig~,N over SWAN- in the Island of Sodor domain.2 The
problems range across a ~riety of initial conditions and
goals: the first four problems involve 8 locations and up
to 3 objects to be carried, with one engine. In the first
problem, the plan is 23 steps long, since the engine must
go twice round the track. In problems 2-4 the plan is
10-12 steps long. Problems 5-8 use small tracks (only
3-5 locations), with problem 5 requiring two trips round
the track and a plan of 15 times-steps (17 steps), and
the others requiring shorter plans. Finally, problems 9-

~The domain and this problem set is available at:
http ://wvv. dur. ac. uk]CompSc £/re se~ch/st anstuf f/so4or, t~
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12 have plans with 16-32 time-steps (32-44 steps), using
a. track of 11 locations and 1-3 engines. All of the last
group require 2 trips round the track to solve.

The table shows that, without access to pre-compiled
mutexes, Graphplan-based planners cannot solve any
but the smallest probleIr~s in this domain. Even where
problems are solvable the standard Graphplan strateg)’
(clmracterized here by S’rAN-) is overwhelmed by search
because of the failure to maintain what. are, in fact..
criti,’~d persistent non-PAD mutexes. The advantage
obtained by STAN is derived from pre-compiling non-
PAD mulex relations which prevents them from being
ol~s,’ur,~d by the ternary mutexcs, exhibited by the do-
main, which (:annot be identified exl)lieitly by either
plmmer. In STAN- the binary mutex r(:iations that per-
sist I)etwecn pairs of at, goals are lost early in the graph
construction I)rocess, as was explained earlier with ref-
,u’cnce to Figure 6.. so that s’rAN- is quickly submerged
in sear,’h. On the other hand. S’rAN is always able t.o ac-
,-(,ss the pre-compile(l information that distinct at goals
arc~ persistently binary nmtex.

The importance of the persistent mutex relations that
~lr(~ constructe,l through pre-compilation is clearly re-
w,~d,,d by analyzing the collection of t)inary mutex r,~la-
ti,)ns uncover(;d during search by S’rAN- in its attempts
t,, solve these l)roblems. These represent pairs of inc.on-
sistont facts which open up search l)aths that must bc
explicitly searched by s’rAN- before it can be determined
that the pair is mutmdly exclusive. STAN identifies these
as persistently mutex without this search overhead. It
is important to be sure that the TIM mechanism within
STAN finds all of the persistent mutexes that are avail-
a.ble to be found. This can be confirmed by chocking
that tit[.’ mm~ber of persistent nmtexes remaining in the
graph at lev(~l-out (the fix-point of the gral)h): that 
ltOt fOUll(l by TIM, is zero. We Call compare STAN ;Jlld
S’[’AN-NP to determine this any discrepancy in the two
graphs at level-out would indicate that ’riM was failing
t,) find persistent mutexes. In fact there is no discrep-
mH’y in a.ny domain we have so far c(msidered.

Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the relative sigififi-
cam:e of three kinds of binary nmtex r(,lation: persistent
PAD-inutexcs, persistent non-PAD mutexes mid non-
persistent mutex relations. IVc have (~xI)erinm.ntcd with
l)re-conlpiling persistent non-PAD inutexes, from the
invari;mts inferred by TIM, during the pro-processing
phase of .";TAN. The pre-compiled mutexes correspond
to a gr:q)h-independent model of the logical structure of
rite domain, to which STAN has access throughout the
plamdng process. By contrast, the standard Graph-
plan st rategy is to build, and rebuild, the same collec-
tion of constraints for every pair of layers constructed
in tht: graph. The disadvantage of this strategy is that
the model of the behaviour of the domain is graph-
tlel)endent and can be affected by the presence in the
graI)h of obscuring facts and relationships. We demon-
strated this using the Island of Sodor domain, a sire-

pie domain in which ternary mutex relationships ob-
scure the binary mutexes that actually define the log-
ical behaviour of the domain. We found that the use
of pre-compiled nmtexes gave STAN little advantage in
the AIPS’98 problem set, bc.yond a small improvement
in graph construction performance, but that, STAN ob-
tains a massive advantage over Graphplan in the search
phase on Island of Sodor problems.

The Island of Sodor is unusual in featuring ternary
persistent nmtex relations. This character does not
arise in any of the standard benchmark domains, al-
though ternary non-persistent mutexes do appear in
standard problems, as was explained earlier in the
package-transporting problem. Where ternary non-
persistent mutexes arise they result in a similar fail-
ure to detect binary nmtexes that are actually present
but are obscured. The fact that the AIPS problem set
does not feature ternary persistent nmtex relations only
emphasises the need to avoid being constrained by the
current benc]unark doinains. Most of these domains
require only four or five schemas to describe, and are
characteristically simple in terms of the behaviours they
comprise. More complex domains can feature more
complex interactions of which the ternary permanent
mutcxes in the Island of Sodor are just a simple exam-
plc. The ability of the planner to separate its model of
the necessary behaviour of the domain from the con-
tingent features of the data structures is mt important
aspect of deMing with this complexity.
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